Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne and Cranbourne
in association with the
Victorian Child and Nature Connection
present a
Spring seminar in the Gardens 2013

*Children and nature – why they need each other*

*An inspiring morning for all the senses set in the botanic gardens*

**Michael Ungar Seminar**

*When: Tuesday 29th October*

*Where: RBG Melbourne*

*Cost: $40.00 per person*

Featuring Michael Ungar
one of Canada’s leading thinkers on childhood
Bring along family, friends and colleagues and enjoy an inspiring morning as you hear what the thinking is around developing resilience and the connection to nature in Canada. Do some bare foot networking with other people concerned with raising the next generations in a world of changing climates and increasingly sedentary lifestyles.

Mueller Hall, Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne

Doors open 9.30 am

Bookings: (03) 5990 2200

Limited seating and we are expecting to sell out.


About the speaker

Michael Ungar is a Canadian academic, social worker, researcher, writer and speaker focused on developing resilience in children, youth and families. He inspires parents to recall their own childhood and the lessons they learnt from being risk takers and responsibility seekers. Michael is concerned that our children are not being provided with the opportunities they need to learn how to navigate their way through life’s challenges.